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The School of Writing Wizardry  
“Where writing, creativity, and a little wizardry meet success!”   

Task #3: Punctuation Problems 

Answer Key  
 

3 Admission Points 2 Admission Points 1 Admission Point 0 Admission Points 

All 10 Correct! 8-9 Correct 4-7 Correct 0-3 Correct 
 

Writing Wizard Directions: Being a writing wizard requires some skill in revising and editing sentences. For 

this task, you will need to choose the sentence that fixes all of the errors in each of the incorrect 

sentences. Place a check mark (√) to the right of the sentence you think is the correct way the sentence 

should be written. After you have finished with all of the sentences, unscramble the letters to the right 

of each check mark to help you answer “The School of Writing Wizardry Challenge”. Hopefully you can 

find the right “potion” to find the errors! When you are all finished, show your Admission Wizard. 

 

Incorrect Sentence: I eight alot of hot dogs in the contest Phong yelled to his friend   
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 “I ate alot of hot dogs in the contest!” Phong yelled to his friend.  U 

 Yes  No “I ate a lot of hot dogs in the contest” Phong yelled to his friend.  L 

 “I ate a lot of hot dogs in the contest!” Phong yelled to his friend. √ P 

 

Incorrect Sentence: I love to eat cake cookies and candy for desert 
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 I love to eat cake cookies, and candy for dessert.  E 

 Yes  No I love to eat cake, cookies, and candy for dessert. √ R 

 I love to eat cake, cookies, and candy for desert.  Q 

 

Incorrect Sentence: dr ortez went to the lincoln memorial in washington dc 
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 Dr. Ortez went to the Lincoln Memorial in Washington DC.  C 

 Yes  No Dr. Ortez went to the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, DC. √ P 

 Dr. Ortez went to the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, DC  S 

 

Incorrect Sentence: He ate to much ice cream at olsons parlor   
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 He eight too much ice cream at Olson’s parlor.  T 

 Yes  No He ate to much ice cream at Olson’s Parlor.  P 

 He ate too much ice cream at Olson’s Parlor. √ O 

 

 

 

 

 

Six Engaging 

Writing Tasks! 
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Incorrect Sentence: The cows’ where sleeping on there feet 
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 The cows were sleeping on their feet. √ e 

 Yes  No The cow’s were sleeping on their feet.  I 

 The cows were sleeping on there feet.  S 

 

Incorrect Sentence: There not going to have any fun at the race, said Mia 
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 “Their not going to have any fun at the race” said Mia.  M 

 Yes  No “They’re not going to have any fun at the race,” said Mia. √ O 

 “They’re not going to have any fun at the race”, said Mia.  K 

 

Incorrect Sentence: Last summer are family took a alaskan cruise   
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 Last summer, our family took an Alaskan cruise. √ H 

 Yes  No Last summer, are family took an Alaskan cruise.  I 

 Last summer, our family took a Alaskan cruise.  E 

 

Incorrect Sentence: you’re brother seamed to really like the movie 
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 You’re brother seemed to really like the movie.  U 

 Yes  No Your brother seemed too really like the movie.  R 

 Your brother seemed to really like the movie. √ T 

 

Incorrect Sentence: at the fare he seen the monkey jump high in the air.  
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 At the fare, he see the monkey jump high in the air.  K 

 Yes  No At the fair he saw the monkey jump high in the air.  A 

 At the fair, he saw the monkey jump high in the air. √ S 

 

Incorrect Sentence: last summer are family go to mt rushmore  
 

Correct Three Sentence Choices √ Letter 

 Last summer, our family went to Mt. Rushmore. √ A 

 Yes  No Last summer, our family went to Mt Rushmore.  N 

 Last summer, are family went to Mt. Rushmore.  F 
 

The School of Writing Wizardry Challenge 
Let’s see if you have found the magic “potion” for punctuation problems. Unscramble the ten 

letters next to your check marks to spell out a type of punctuation. If you get it correct, draw a 

“Wizard Code Card”.  
 

a p o s t r o p h e 
 

Students earn 

“Admission 

Points”! 
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The School of Writing Wizardry  
“Where writing, creativity, and a little wizardry meet success!”   

Final Task: Wizardry Code 
 

Name(s) __________________________________________________________________________ Class _______  

 

Writing Wizard Directions: You should be proud! You have made it to the final task. Every writer 

loves a little wizardry, right? Or is it, every wizard loves a little writing? Well, the answer is both! You 

see, at The School of Writing Wizardry, there’s writing AND there’s wizardry. The wizardry is the 

creative ideas that come from your writing. Use your “Wizardry Code Cards”, potions, spells, and 

magic brooms to decipher the code below. Write your decoded letters above the letter codes. 

If you are able to “crack the code”, you have successfully completed all of the tasks and are 

officially admitted into The School of Writing Wizardry.  
 

Wizardry Code 
 

 

               ! 

!
 

               

 

                

  

           .     

 

         

 

              ! 

!
 

Students use 

Wizardry Code 

cards to “Crack 

the Code”! 
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The School of Writing Wizardry  
“Where writing, creativity, and a little wizardry meet success!”   

Extension Activities 
 

Directions: Below are some extension activities that relate to writing. If you have 

an idea that is not listed, please talk to the Admission Wizard.  
 

Figurative Language  
Make a list of five types of figurative language (simile, metaphor, alliteration, 

etc.). Then provide at least five examples of each type. 
 

Nouns and Adjective List 
Make a list of as many nouns and adjectives as you can think of. See if you can 

list at least 50 of each! 
 

Write a Story 
Write a short story about something that has happened in your life. It can be 

funny or serious. Your story should be at least a page in length. Include an 

illustration or picture too. 
 

The school of writing Wizardry 
Draw a map of what you think The School of Writing Wizardry looks 

like. Then make a list of as many classes that a person could enroll in 

that would relate to the school’s name. 
 

Punctuation Problems 
Write out for sentences with some incorrect punctuation/grammar. Then give 

your work to a classmate to correct the sentences. 
 

Topic Sentences 
Read an informational text passage and identify the topic sentence of 2-3 

paragraphs. Share this with a classmate so he/she can check your work. 
 

Wizardry Code 
Make a code for every letter of the alphabet. Then create a sentence using 

the coded letters. Give to a classmate to decode. 
 

Breaking News!! 
Write a Breaking News story. Think about what is in the news today 

and write a news article about it. Your story can also be made up. 

Be sure to include the name of the newspaper, a title, subtitle, the 

story, and a picture with a caption. 

Writing 

Extension 

activities! 
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Purpose of Activity:  
The purpose of this activity is to engage your students in writing by having them try to “crack the code”. 

Watch your students get excited as they try to get accepted into The School of Writing Wizardry. In 

order to get accepted, students will cooperatively work through six tasks that relate to writing (parts of 

speech, the writing process, punctuation, figurative language, topic sentences, and paragraph 

structure). Students must earn a minimum of 12 “Admission Points” in order to earn the chance to try to 

“crack the code” and be admitted. 
 

Included in this resource:   
⎯ Teacher Tips (4-pages) 

⎯ Admission Guidelines (1-page; 2 per page)  

⎯ Task #1: Parts of Speech (1-page)  

⎯ Noun Flip Cards (3-pages; 25 cards) 

⎯ Noun Flip Cards Answer Key (1-page) 

⎯ Adjective Flip Cards (3-pages; 25 cards) 

⎯ Adjective Flip Cards Answer Key (1-page) 

⎯ Action Verb Flip Cards (3-pages; 25 cards) 

⎯ Action Verb Flip Cards Answer Key (1-page) 

⎯ Task #2: Writing Process (1-page) 

⎯ Task #2: Writing Process Answer Key (1-page)  
⎯ Task #3: Punctuation Problems (2-pages) 

⎯ Task #3: Punctuation Problems Answer Key (2-pages)  
⎯ Task #4: Figurative Language (2-pages) 

⎯ Task #4: Figurative Language Answer Key (2-pages) 

⎯ Task #5: Topic Sentences (1-page) 

⎯ Topic Sentence Task Cards (10-pages; 20 cards) 

⎯ Topic Sentence Task Cards Answer Key (10-pages)  
⎯ Task #6: Paragraph Structure (1-page) 

⎯ Paragraph Task Cards (10-pages; 20 cards) 

⎯ Paragraph Task Cards Answer Key (10-pages) 

⎯ Final Task: Wizardry Code (1-page)  

⎯ Final Task: Wizardry Code Answer Key (1-page) 

⎯ Admission Point Sheet (1-page; 4 per page) 

⎯ Wizard Code Cards (2-pages; 12 per page) 

⎯ Student Reflection Handout (1-page) 

⎯ Grading Rubric (1-page; 2 per page)  
⎯ Extension Activities (1-page) 

⎯ Claim, Evidence, Reasoning Extension (1-page) 

⎯ Claim, Evidence, Reasoning Activity (1-page)  
⎯ Admission Certificate (1-page; 2 per page) 

⎯ Teacher Point Tracking Handout (1-page) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The School of Writing Wizardry 

Teacher Tips 
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Prior to Activity:   
⎯ Read thru the Teacher Tips and look over the materials provided to determine how you want 

this activity to look in your classroom.  

⎯ Even though this resource is not digital at this time, the preparation should not take too long. 

⎯ Print off the following documents:  
 

 Admission Guidelines (1 half-page per team) 

 Task #1: Parts of Speech (1 per team)  

 Noun Flip Cards (I class set; color)  

 Noun Flip Cards Answer Key (1 copy for teacher) 

 Adjective Flip Cards (1 class set; color) 

 Adjective Flip Cards Answer Key (1 copy for teacher) 

 Action Verb Flip Cards (1 class set; color) 

 Action Verb Flip Cards Answer Key (1) copy for teacher 

 Task #2: Writing Process (1 copy per team) 

 Task #2: Writing Process Answer Key (1 copy for teacher) 

 Task #3: Punctuation Problems (1 copy per team) 

 Task #3: Punctuation Problems Answer Key (1 copy for teacher) 

 Task #4: Figurative Language (1 copy per team) 

 Task #4: Figurative Language Answer Key (1 copy for teacher) 

 Task #5: Topic Sentences (1copy per team) 

 Topic Sentence Task Cards (1class set) 

 Topic Sentence Task Cards Answer Key (1 copy for teacher) 

 Task #6: Paragraph Structure (1 copy per team) 

 Paragraph Task Cards (1 class set) 

 Paragraph Task Cards Answer Key (1 copy for teacher) 

 Final Task: Wizardry Code (1 copy per team) 

 Final Task: Wizardry Code Answer Key (1 copy for teacher) 

 Admission Point Sheet (Optional; 1 point sheet per team) 

 Wizard Code Cards (1-2 sets per class) 

 Student Reflection Handout (1 copy per student) 

 Grading Rubric (Optional; 1 copy per student) 

 Extension Activities (Optional; 1 copy per team) 

 Claim, Evidence, Reasoning Extension (Optional; 1 copy per team/student) 

 Claim, Evidence, Reasoning Activity (Optional; 1 top copy per team/student) 

 Admission Certificate (Optional; 1 copy per student/team) 

 Teacher Point Tracking Handout (Optional; 1 copy for teacher) 
 

How the Activity works: 
⎯ How to Use: This is an activity about understanding what it takes to be a good writer. It could 

be a stand-alone activity or as an effective introduction, extension of learning, or conclusion 

to a beginning writing unit. Some activities/resources included are optional.  

⎯ Summary of Activity: The “Admission Guidelines” will provide you with some more details. In 

general, your students will be selected by the Admission Department to complete some final 

wizardry writing tasks to determine their eligibility in attending The School of Writing Wizardry. 

There are six challenging tasks that your students will need to complete. These tasks involve 

understanding grammar, the writing process, punctuation, figurative language, topic 

sentences, and paragraph structure. For each task, students will earn “Admission Points”. The 

better they do with each task, the more points they will earn. 

⎯ Classroom Time: The activities will most likely take longer than one 45-minute class period, but 

this all depends on your students and how much class time you actually have. If you feel that 

your students will need more time, you may want to have each group/team stop once they 

complete a certain task. This will ensure that all students are starting on the same task the next 

time you meet. If you choose to go this route, groups who finish early could work on one of the 

extension activities.  
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⎯ Group Students: Once you have all the materials ready (copies made, codes cut up, etc.), 

decide on how you want to break your class up into teams/groups. Teams of 3-4 seem to work 

the best for this activity. If you want to do this, you could have each team come up with a 

team name that relates to writing such as The Awesome Adjectives or The Eager Editors. 

⎯ Introduction of Activity: Get your students excited about what they are about to do. Ask them 

what they know about wizards, universities, and writing. Students may also find it motivating if 

you, the teacher, dressed up as a wizard of some sort ☺. Students may enjoy some wizardry or 

mystery type music as they work through each task. 

⎯ Admissions Guidelines: Pass out the “Admissions Guidelines” handout to each team (or display 

it on a screen). Read thru the scenario and answer any questions your students may have. 

NOTE: You are the Admission Wizard for The School of Writing Wizardry. 

⎯ Technological Device: You may find it necessary that each team have at least one type of 

technology device handy so they can have access to the internet if they need help.  

⎯ Keep Quiet: Remind your students that they need to work quietly, as they do not want other 

teams to hear or see any of their answers.  
⎯ Tasks: There are six tasks that each team will work through: 

▪ Task # 1: Parts of Speech- You, the Admission Wizard, will provide each team/group with 

five noun, adjective, and action verb cards. The task for the students will be to read the 

sentences on each of the 15 cards and record the nouns, adjectives, and action verbs 

in the chart provided. When they are finished, they will give it to you to look over. 

Determine the number of “Admission Points” and have them choose a “Wizard Code 

Card” if they earned it. 

▪ Task #2: Writing Process- For this task, students are asked to match each description to 

the appropriate step of the writing process. To do this, students will carefully cut out the 

descriptions of each of the steps and glue or tape them next to the appropriate steps of 

the writing process. When they are finished, they will give it to you to look over. 

Determine the number of “Admission Points” and have them choose a “Wizard Code 

Card” if they earned it. 

▪ Task #3: Punctuation Problems- For this task, students will choose the sentence that fixes 

all of the errors in each of the incorrect sentences. They will place a check mark (√) to 

the right of the sentence they think is the correct way the sentence should be written. 

After they have finished with all of the sentences, they can unscramble the letters to the 

right of each check mark to help them answer “The School of Writing Wizardry 

Challenge”. When they are finished, they will give it to you to look over. Determine the 

number of “Admission Points” and have them choose a “Wizard Code Card” if they 

earned it. 

▪ Task #4: Figurative Language- Students will choose the correct figurative language and 

match it to its description for this task. They will write answers in the boxes below each 

sentence. After answering all of the questions, students can unscramble the letters in the 

shaded boxes to answer the “The School of Writing Wizardry Challenge”. When they are 

finished, they will give it to you to look over. Determine the number of “Admission Points” 

and have them choose a “Wizard Code Card” if they earned it. 

▪ Task #5: Topic Sentences- For this task, you will give each team/group four task cards. 

Students will read the paragraph on each task card and try to figure out the topic 

sentence that fits the paragraph. When they are finished, they will give it to you to look 

over. Determine the number of “Admission Points” and have them choose a “Wizard 

Code Card” if they earned it. 

▪ Task #6: Paragraph Structure- You will give each team/group a task card. Students will 

read the sentences on the task card, and then try to figure out the order of the 

sentences that would make the paragraph make the most sense. Students will need to 

cut and paste the order of the sentences. When they are finished, they will give it to you 

to look over. Determine the number of “Admission Points” and have them choose a 

“Wizard Code Card” if they earned it. Note: The Topic Sentence and Paragraph Task 

Cards relate to one another. Be sure that teams don’t get the same topics. 
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▪ Final Task: Wizardry Code- Teams/groups will need to have earned at least 12 

“Admission Points” to continue with this task. For this task, students will use their “Wizardry 

Code Cards” to decipher (crack) the code. If successful, they are officially admitted into 

The School of Writing Wizardry. 

▪ Other Extensions and Resources- There are several other documents that you may find 

useful to help extend the learning related to writing. Feel free to use what you feel is 

necessary for your students. 
 

Engagement & Classroom Management Tips:  
▪ You could play some music in the background as students work. 

▪ Pretend you are a “wizard” and dress up as one. 

▪ Teams/groups need to earn at least 12 “Admission Points” to be able to try to “crack” the 

Wizardry Code (Final Task). It is up to you how you want this activity to run in your classroom. In 

other words, you can have teams move on after each task no matter how they do, or you can 

have teams fix any errors until they earn at least 2 “Admission Points” for each task. Doing the 

latter will ensure that they will move on to the Final Task. 

▪ Be sure that you have all of the needed materials printed off and ready to go. 

▪ When finished, celebrate the success of your students! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The School of Writing Wizardry Credits 
 

 

  

We, Wise Guys, take pride in the resources that we 

provide other teachers. We are sure you will find 

this a valuable activity! Here are a few other 

resources you may find helpful to your students. 

Simply click on the images below for more details! 

All Clip Art (Except 

Topic Sentences & 

Paragraph Task 

cards) by Kate 

Hadfield Designs 

 

Border Clip Art by 

The Clipart Factory  

 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Team-Building-Zoo-Escape-Room-Classroom-Community-Activity-3972934
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Wise-Guys
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Kate-Hadfield-Designs
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Paragraph-Structure-Activity-20-Task-Cards-3629957
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Creative-Writing-Resources-Bundle-3787574
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Clipart-Factory

